
The procerebrum (PC) is indispensable for odor-aversion learning in Limax. On the other hand, the cen-

tral nervous system (CNS) of some Pulmonata shows robustness against injury, recovering from nerve

injury both at the histological and functional levels. To investigate whether the PC of Limax also shows

robustness against nerve injury, we tested whether or not the slugs can acquire and retrieve odor-aver-

sion memory after a long recovery period from PC ablation. When the recovery period is short (7 days),

the PC-ablated slugs failed to avoid the conditioned odor. But when the recovery period is long (1

month), the PC-ablated slugs successfully avoided the conditioned odor. These results indicate that the

CNS including the PC can recover from injury at least at the functional level.
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INTRODUCTION

The terrestrial slug has a high ability to learn the odor of foods once it is simultane-

ously presented with aversive stimuli such as the bitter taste of quinidine solution or

carbon dioxide [1]. This ability is largely dependent on the procerebrum (PC), which

is the higher olfactory center in the CNS of Pulmonata. The involvement of the PC

in odor-aversion learning is supported by several lines of evidence. (1) The PC shows

differential oscillatory frequency of the local field potential (LFP) depending on the

meaning of the odor that the tentacles receive: an appetitively conditioned odor
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evokes an increase in the frequency of LFP, whereas an aversively conditioned odor

evokes its decrease [5]. (2) Several PC neurons are labeled by Lucifer Yellow when

it is injected in the body of the slug immediately after the conditioning [4]. (3)

mRNA of the synaptic plasticity-related gene LAPS18 [3] is induced in the PC of the

slugs after the conditioning, but it is not induced in the PC of the unpaired control

slugs that receive a conditioned stimulus and an unconditioned stimulus separately in

time [9].

Recently, we showed the necessity of the PC for odor-aversion learning by the

ablation experiments [2]. PC ablation 7 days prior to the conditioning abolished the

aversion behavior 24 h after the conditioning. Post-conditioning ablation of the PC

also abolished the retention and/or the retrieval of the memory. These results deci-

sively demonstrated the requirement of the PC for odor-aversion learning.

The CNS of Pulmonata shows high regenerative ability after nerve injury [7, 8]. It

is also known that the PC of Helix has proliferating progenitor neurons even in adult-

hood [10]. These facts imply the possibility that the functions of the PC also recov-

er after its ablation. Here we investigated whether the learning ability of Limax
recovers from the PC ablation after the long-term recovery period, and found that 1

month recovery period is enough for slugs to regain the ability to acquire, retain and

retrieve an odor-aversion memory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Terrestrial slugs, Limax valentianus (9–16 weeks after hatching), were maintained in

our laboratory at 19 °C. They were fed only on a diet of humidified powder mixture

(for composition, see [9]) and had never eaten carrot. The PC ablation and sham

operation were performed as described previously [2]. After surgery, each slug was

transferred to a plastic container, and maintained individually with free access to the

humidified powder mixture. Seven days or 1 month after the surgery, the odor aver-

sion conditioning was performed. The retention test was performed 24 h after the

conditioning, and was done in a blind manner where a experimenter was not

informed whether each slug was from the PC ablation group or the sham-operated

group. The procedures of the conditioning and the retention test were described else-

where [6]. Differences between groups were examined for statistical significance

using a χ2-test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous study, we observed that learning ability is impaired if the bilateral PC

was ablated 7 days prior to conditioning [2]. To confirm the reproducibility of this

result, we repeated this experiment. Fifty and 40 slugs were prepared for the PC-

ablated and sham-operated slugs, respectively. Respective 35 and 28 slugs survived

7 days after the surgery. Among these slugs, respectively, 27 and 26 slugs could be



used for further behavioral study based on the absence of apparent abnormality in

movement, and they were conditioned by carrot juice as a conditioned stimulus and

1% quinidine sulfate solution as an unconditioned stimulus. The memory retention

test was performed 24 h later in a blind manner. As shown in Fig. 1A, 100% of the

sham-operated slugs could avoid the carrot juice, whereas only 33.3% of the PC-

ablated slugs could do the same. These data show a statistically significant difference

(χ2= 26.25, p < 0.001, d.f. = 1). By performing this experiment, we could confirm

the reproducibility of the results of our previous study, in which the requirement of

the PC for the acquisition and/or retrieval of odor-aversion memory was demon-

strated [2].

To examine the extent to which the CNS recovers from the injury at a functional

level, we next performed the surgery 1 month prior to the conditioning. Fifty slugs

were prepared for each of the PC-ablated and sham-operated groups. Respective 40

and 45 slugs survived 1 month after the surgery. All of these slugs could be used for

behavioral study. They were conditioned, and the memory retention test was per-

formed 24 h later in a blind manner. As shown in Fig. 1B, 84.4% of the sham-oper-

ated slugs could avoid the carrot juice, and 75% of the PC-ablated slugs could. There

was no statistically significant difference (χ2= 1.18, p = 0.277, d.f. = 1) between

sham-operated and PC-ablated groups. These results indicate that the PC-ablated

slugs could acquire and retrieve the associative memory after an enough recovery

period.

In the pulmonate snail Melampus, the CNS has regenerative ability after nerve

transection, and also shows functional recovery at the behavioral level [7, 8]. Also,

the PC is known for having proliferating neurons even in adulthood [10]. It is very

intriguing if our present findings are due to the regenerative ability of the PC,

because this means that even higher brain functions such as associative memory can

be restored from nerve injury by nerve regeneration. Further investigation is required

to see whether the PC also regenerates at the histological level.
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Fig. 1. Memory performance of the slugs 24 h after the conditioning tested (A) 7 days or (B) 1 month

after the surgery. *; p < 0.001 by χ2-test
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